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15 pin High Density (HD) D sub male 
The connections to the front 15 pin HD Dsub are 
duplicated on the rear in 2 forms. There is another 15 
pin HD Dsub connector so that you can simply use a 
pre made lead and there are a set of rising clamp 
terminals that can be used instead. 
 
Both 15 pin connectors are female so that made up 
male to male leads can be used. 
 

TERMINAL CONNECTIONS 
 
Looking at the terminals with the writing normally 
readable. 
 
The bottom row of terminals from left to right are 
    
Signal   Dsub pin number 
 
Blue ground  8 
Blue signal  3 
 
Green ground 7 
Green signal 2 
 
Red ground  6 
Red signal  1 
 
 
The top row from left to right 
 
Ground  4, 5, 10, 11  
Data2   15 sck 
VSync  14 
HSync  13 
Data1   12 sda 
Ground  4, 5, 10, 11 
 
Grounds are commoned together and connected to 
the pcb ground plane. 
 
15 pin HD Dsub pin 9 (5volt power) is rarely used 
and does not have a terminal connection allocated to 
it, but it is passed from the front to the rear 
connector. 
 
Pin 9 is often omitted in made up leads 

Pin Used for Specification / notes 

1 Red / Cr 
0.7V 75R signal Cr in 
component video 

2 Green / Green + s / Y 
0.7V 75R signal (1V inc 
Sync) Y in component 

3 Blue / Cb 
0.7V 75R signal Cb in 
component 

4 Ground   

5 Ground   

6 Red ground   

7 Green ground   

8 Blue ground   

9 Not connected   

10 Ground   

11 Sync ground   

12 Data (SDA) 
Serial data (Tells PC which 
monitor is connected) 

13 Horizontal sync 
5 volt TTL level negative 
sync 

14 Vertical sync 
5 volt TTL level negative 
sync 

15 Data (SCK) Serial clock 
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Please note, there is no specific colour coding when 
connecting a VGA cable to the D-sub connection. If you 
have a loose cable and need to terminate both ends of 
the cable, then you can use whatever colour cables you 
want as long as you run the cable pin to pin. If you are 
running a pre terminated cable to our plate, the easiest 
way to find out which colour connects to which pin is by 
using a multi-meter. 


